Counting Animals to Five

Count the animals in each row. Write the number in the box.
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Counting Clothes

Count the clothing in each row. Write the number in the box.
Counting Vehicles

Count the vehicles in each row. Write the number in the box.
Counting Bugs

Count the bugs in each row. Write the number in the box.
Counting Animals, Counting Clothing, Counting Vehicles, and Counting Bugs to 5 Answer Keys.

**Item 3082a**

**Counting Animals to Five**

Count the animals in each row. Write the number in the box.
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**Item 3082b**

**Counting Clothes**

Count the clothing in each row. Write the number in the box.
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**Item 3082c**

**Counting Vehicles**

Count the vehicles in each row. Write the number in the box.
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**Item 3082d**

**Counting Bugs**

Count the bugs in each row. Write the number in the box.
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